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, 1. Introduction

In recent years the interest to problem of the steady-state

current drive by means of RF generators has greatly increased. This

is because the questions directly connected with the creation of

the thermonuclear reactor are now in the agenda of the research on

controlled nuclear fusion. In addition, there is large experience

and success in the plasma heating by BE field so it is attractive

to attempt to apply HP field both for plasma heating and for the

current drive in the toroidal devices.

Since the * steady-state current problem exists due to the fuelon

reactor requirements studying the wave driven currents in a plasma

in the banana regime is of great interest. In the theoretical study

of this problem the factors both connected with ihe banana regime

peculiarities and affecting the RF current drive should be taken in-

to consideration. Such factors are the non-conservation of the par-

ticle velocity along and across the magnetic field and the periodic

particle motion along the small azimuth of the torus. However, in

tthe works carried out by now these factors are either ignored or

roughly taken into account.

The RF current drive theory taking into consideration the par-

ticle orbits in the tokainak magnetic field is developed in this

work. In section 2 the quasi-linear equation for the electron dis-

tribution function averaged over period of the particle motion along

the small torus azimuth is formulated. In section 3 the quasi-linear

equation is solved for the case of the sufficiently narrow wave pa-

cket (this case ±a of great interest for the fusion reactor because

of large values of the electron thermal velocity). In section 4 the

RF power absorbed by a plasma and the plasma current driven by the

waves are obtained. Tho dependence of the efficiency of driving cur-



rent (current density per unit power density) on both the wave
phase velocity and the toroidal ratio is analysed. In Final Remarks
the main results of the quasi-linear analysis is shortly summari-
zed. Spreading and splitting the resonant region of the wave-par-
ticle interaction caused by the toroidal satellite resonances are
discussed, The applicability of the RF current drive for the ther-
monuclear reactor is considered.

2. Quasi-linear equation for the electron distribution
function

We consider the axisymmetric toroidal plasma in the banana

regime and assume that the typical time of the quasi-linear pro-

cess, *T*QL • (which is determined by the wave-electron interaction)

is large as compared with the period of the particle motion alorg

the small azimuth of the torus, f £ . In this case there are two

small parameters (T^ f^&L a n d ^ / ^ 6 » ̂ *e being the elect-

ron collision time) which enable us to study the problem of the

steady-state current drive using the quasi-linear equation for the

electron distribution function averaged over the periodic motion of

the particle guiding centres. This equation can schematically be

presented as follows:

Q L ( f )>+<CC 0 U= <CQL(f)>+<CC0U(f)>-
Here f is the electron distribution function, C* is the quasi-li-
near term describing the electron-wave interaction, С is the

Coulomb collisional term, the brackets ^ ^ denote the averaging

defined by the equation

«litre the integral is taken over the trajectories of the particle

guiding centres.

The quasi-linear term ,̂<* ^ ia calculated in a number of

works under the special assumptions concerning the edS.ted wave fre-

quencies and the wave vectors; the general expression for this term

.is obtained in Ref«[i], For the waves with frequencies (JJ «

is the election gyrofrequeney) which are of our interest
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 (f) conveniently to present in the following form»

1 с

where £ г У/**/2 вззЛ J^^Vx/StB **•• reepectively, the particle energy
and the magnetic moment per unit mass, v is the particle velocity,

S i0,
f/D * ̂ poloidal angle, Q ^ ^ / C L , q the safety factor.

The expression for D
Q
 one can obtain using the results of Hef.[i].

Here we note that D^' is proportional to wave amplitude squared

and the following factor which characterizes the resonant wave -

particle interaction:

where ?(X) is the Dirac delta function, 4 (*) ~ Д , * "»
к is the wave Vector, k

u
 « кБ/В,

,e

the trapped particles»

To describe collisions we use the Landau collisional operator

where we neglect the small terms of the order ш/л, {и and m. are

the electron and ion maeoes, respectively) and assume the scattering

electron function to be Maxirellian» Then we can readily get the fol-

lowing averaged collisional term»

ie the averaging over the magwhere



netic surface. ̂
 =

 ^2 ̂ /(Щ*
 e
^Z ffi щ )- ** «» typical

time of the Coulomb collisions, v = (T /m ) ' , n. is density,

the subscript "j" indicates a species, де] is the Coulomb loga-

rithm, J>= t+Г1^ъ£)

- -§t], ̂ = 2=

Por circulating particles Vjj 3f/3/4 = Vj, 3f/9jU» \/J; =

) E C 3 ^ 1 ) / ^ E(x^ being the complete elliptic integral
of the second kind.

It follows from the expression for the quasi-linear term that

the waves (for which the cyclotron interaction with the electrons

is negligibly small) disturb the electron distribution over the

longitudial velocities only (neverthelest., the weak distortion of

the distribution over the transverse velocities has to take place
is

due to the Coulomb collisions). For this reason it conveniently to

introduce variables vn = vH(G= 0) and v^ = У Х
(Э-(ГГ/2) instead of

variables <5
 t
JK> In terms of these variables tha values characte-

rizing the particles have the form:

( б )

We will be content below to compute the distribution fuction

of the circulating electrons only because the trapped electrons^ is

known to have nothing to do with driving currents. Then using

Bq.(6) we transform Eq,(3).and Bq,(5) to the followings;

' "
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It will be readily appreciated that for €: —* О Eqs.(8>»

are transformed into the corresponding expressions obtained in the

straight magnetic field approximation*

3. Distribution function of the circulating electrons

Let us consider the question of the steady-state velocity dis-

tribution of the circulating electrons. First of all, we note that

the approxiination of the collieional term by the local expression

(5) yields the distribution function which is Maxwellian everywhere

where D
Q
 = 0 (however, the normalization constants of the distri-

bution function may be different in the varies regions). And since

the distribution function has to be continuous the problem is redu-

ced to finding the distribution of those electrons which interact

with waves through the resonant condition (4).

We proceed to finding the solution of Eq. (1) assuming the exci-

ted waves spectrum to be narrow. Let us integrate Eq.d) --ver v
H
 in

limits from 0 to v,,. In the obtained equation we neglect the integ-

ral term having the form of the divergence over v
A
 since it is

7



proportional to the width of the resonant region. Then we present

the distribution function as follows:

. ( 10 )

where f .
 я
 --£-* eXK~ " f̂e

f-(у|| ,v
A
 ) being the function which weakly depends on v

A
 , namely,

which satisfies the condition Ъ\9lnf.,/3v^ << t (this condition

will be seen from the solution of the equation to be satisfied pro-

vided the wave spectrum is sufficiently narrow or under one of the

following conditionsi IT « D , D* » D ), As a result we arrive at

the equation:

" b
c
-C -

where DC • D

 и ц . **o» Вч«. И 0 ) , ( 1 1 ) we have
иц

f,»
. • A «

ft \/

,»f (v=ov^o) e = x +
 (1
"
6)
 т"

The particles with velocities belonging to the region of the

wave-particle interaction are the only ones which contribute to

-ihe integral in Eq, (12). So it is important to know the resonant

region. To determine this region we use the resonant coudition (4)

which yield» the equation for the boundary of the resonant region:

The values of the constant in Bq,(13) are determined by the spect-

rum of excited waves and by s, It follows from Eq, (13) that the

resonant condition v
t
, » const, which is ueial for the stright

magnetic field approximation, holds for the particles with 3£ —* oo
0) only. For the particles with the finite 36 the resonant
are curved and as a result of this the resonant region stret-

ches as far as the infinity (vM —» CO ) (see Fig.1), This circums-

8
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7ig.1. The resonant region in the (vN trL } space. Stwfeht line 1
(v^/v,, « (SU? ) ) is the boundary of the regions of trap-
ped and circulating particles, ourves 2 are the boundary of
the resonant region. The horieontal hatching is the lines
along which the quasi-linear relaxation tal:es place.

tance proves to be rather essential provided the wave phase veloci-
ties are small as compared'with the eleotron thermal velocity.
Actually, owing to the resonant line curving the waves with the small
phase velocities may interact with the thermal electrons.

It should be noted that if we assume vlt - vM then Eq,d2) for-
mally coincides with the corresponding expression obtained in a num-
ber of works in the straight magnetic field approximation [2 - 5]»
However, in reality there are essential differences because of the
different diffusion coefficients Ir and D in Eq,(12) and in fiefs
[2 - 5]. The differences are caused, first of all, by the tokamak
magnetic field geometry which is takens into consideration in the pre-
sent article. In addition, we take into account that the electron
distribution over the transverse velocities is not Martwellien (wie
is not essential for DC « D ).

It follows from Eq.(12) that the waves have no influence on the

distribution of the electrons with the velocities v«<vv» v> being

9



the smallest value of vw for which D 4 0. Thie conclusion is
a consequence of the approximate description of the electron col-
lisions (the approximation of the electron scattering function i*
the Landau collisional term by the Maxwell*a one). In reality tLa
waves disturb the distribution of the whole population and the
electrons with vM < v1 may essentially contribute to driving cur-
rents. Thie is shown in Ref.\€\ for the case of the straight
magnetic field.

4* Driving currents and absorbed power

The plasma current averaged over the flux surface and the wave
power absorbed by a plasma are determined by the following expres-

}= f = зге
-00

<
 i 4

,

To derive Bq. (14) «e have used that ̂  d.V в ^

We now substitute the expression fcr f (12) into Sqs«(i4)

and take into account that at the boundary of trapped and circula-

ting particles (»t
2
 « 1) D

Q b
 - 0 and f(v

e
) * f(-v,,). Then after

some transformations we can present the expressions for J and P in

the form which contains the integral» over the resonant region (av )

For the practical use of the expressions for j ând p it is

conveniently to proceed to variables m^ and w
x
 for which the

boundaries of the resonant region are the straight linesj



la terms of these variables from Bqs (15)» (16) we have:

= re \

1 9

where v, and v
o
 are the boundaries of the resonant region over v

i(

л
 1 2 с а а

for v
x
 в 0 (see Fig.1)t D = D^

M
 , DjJ

fc
 is defined by Bq. (9) where

t
. The function f in

(18), (19) can be approximated by Maxwell's one. •£ >>-ВХр(~£/Ул \.
Note, that Eqe. (18), (19) are written for the case of one resonant

region. They can be readily generalized for the case of many reso-

nant regions.

Let us analyse the obtained expressions. We at first suppose

that the wave phase velocities are high, Ц)/кщ >у, v
e
, where k***-

k
n + s/qR, It is clear, that in this case the current and the power

are mainly determined by well-circulating electrons ( ЭД
2
 >> i )

therefore the toroidal magnetic field would be expected to weakly

change the plasma current and the absorbed power. Actually, it fol-'

lows from Eq. (18) that

D
a L
»D

c

( 20 )

where J
Q
 = д(€ » °)><^о * (1 + e

i ) ~ » %±
 i e t n e i o a

 cbarge number,
2
 ^

J
Q
 д о i ± g ,

4,. • (1 -6)"
2
ef

0
, E^x) »^Jdtexp(-t)/t is the exponential-integral

function, Similary from Eq.(i9) we obtain

11



(21

where Po«P(€«O).
The situation is different when W/k e* f ^ v#1 In this case

the toroidal effects play an essential role. It is caused both by
that the circulating particlee are the part of the whole population
and by curving the resonant linet near the straight line Уц « vJEf?
The first factor result* in the reduction of the plasma current and

the absorbed power. The second one has the contrary influence,

The first factor provea to be dominate provided that U V H f * « •«

whereas the second one dominates under condition U//k,, пш v in

the collisional regime. These conclusions follow from Pig. 2 and

the following relations obtained for ^ « 1 ^ 8 ^ t*V

12
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Fig. 2. The j / j c ratio versus x • UJ/kwf:fv3 for various toroidal pa-
rameters ( 6 ) provided DQL» D , j f t « j(<£ « 0)

.eff« т., the cur-
9

Note that in case of the slow waves, (л) /к „

ving of the boundary of the resonant region essentially increases

the current and the power as compared with the approch taking into

account the only fact that the circulating electrons constitute the

part of the whole population. According to Eqs. (22)* (23) the cur-

rent increase due to the curving is given by factor о*1}<ЙВМСв?)/*|-

- ЗЛ9 for D » D
C
 and the power increases tyUttilffffl/jjri*

 e 12
'

7

times for D
Q L
« D

C
.

The ratio I / J , I and S being, respectively, the total

current and the absorbed power, is of practical interest. However,

to calculate it one should to specify the radial dependence of the

plasma parameters. Without such specification we can introduce the

local with respect to radius efficiency of driving current, d/2ffpR

which is current density per unit power absorbed in the unit plasma

cross-section. Then using the results of the numerical calculations

we arrive at the following relationships*

13



J _ 0.12 Те ( 24 )

2 4 20
here 3 is in A/m , P in W/m , R in m, T

t
in kev, ng

Q
 • n/10 , n in

и"
3 d

 =DSx
/ D
0
 f 0 r D Q 1

^
 D

0 « *
 d
 -•

 1 f o r D Q L
»
 D
0» § ^x 0 § ^ e i

)» P
 ж
 J* (x,6), *£, and Jp versus x for £ • 0.0,

0,1, 0.2 are shown in Figs, 3 and 4.
Figs.3 and 4 enable us to make some conclusions.. Firstly, the

toroidal magnetic field results in the weak increase of j/P for
U»/k e f fV v (this conclusion aleo follows from Bqs. (21), (22)). At

effthe low phase velocities, U>/k,, « ve, the toroidal field leads to
a strong reduction of the efficiency of driving currents. Secondly,

j/P is largest at the high phase velocity region unless £ is very

small. Hote that the contrary conclusion is valid in the straight

magnetic field approximation [6].

It is interesting to compare our results presented in Fig.3a

with results of the recent work by Oordey et.al. P7j where the RF

current drive was studied for the case of D Tfr D* . This comparison

discoveres the essential discrepancy. The agreement can be achieved

only in case of i * 0 provided that we multiply the efficienoy (24)

by the factor 1 + Dee/<»ei> obtained in Ref.£6Л and taking into

consideration the distortion of the с Retribution of the particles

with velocities it < v
1
* In case of € /i Owe unable to achive an

от
agreement between the results because in Ref.£7j C 4 is used in

the straight Magnetic field approximation.

Discussing the effioiency of the driving current we should to

find out the role of the trapped electrons in the RF power absorption.

To do it we use the resonant condition (4).

It follows from Bq.(4) that the width of the resonant region

vanishes in case of the monochromatic ( ̂ c O s О ) RF field (this

conclusion does not depend on the width of the excited wave

spectrum over the wave numbers). This means that in the framework of

the quasi-linear theory the trapped electrons don't absorb the wave

energy. Of oourse, in reality the trapped electrons have to absorb

H
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Pig. 3. Dependence of % on x = CO/k»
v
 v

g
 in the various regimes:

(a) D
Q L
« D°} (b) D

Q L
» D°. The function 1Цх,е) is connec-

ted with the local efficiency, of driving cvm ent j/P l>

means of relationehip j/P
0.12 T,

20
АД/, 'Г in keV, n

on
 = n/10

20
, n in m"? R in m.

2 Q
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(а)

\0

fig,4, Dependence of P on к « U*/k®j, v in the various regimes:

(a) D
QX
4< D

C
| (b) D

9 L
» D

6
. The function $ (*,£) is connec-

ted with the powej* abeorbed by a plasma by means of relation-

ship V * 1.56*10^Ael-iS? -2 1 d p , P being in W/m3,
e

T i n key, n 2 0 = n /10 2 0 in m~3, d « 1 for ( a ) , d » DQ I > /DQ,

D0 ^ f o r

16



the SF power because of the finite wave amplitudes arid поп ideal

monochromatic HP source. That is why the j/P ratio would be expec-

ted to be reduce. However, one should remember that the driving

current ia larger then obtained in thie work by a factor of 1.5 -

2.5 due to the electrons with v
tJ
 ^ v

1
 [6]«

5. Final remarks

We have investigated the RF current drive in the banana regi-

me plasma which is the most typical for the thermonuclear reactor,

The considered mechanism of the current generation is the input of

the RP field momentum to the circulating electrons. The influence

of the toroidal magnetic field is shown to he mainly connected

with the two factors which ure the presence of the trapped elect-

rons and curving the boundary of the resonant region (in the velo-

city space) near the line separating the regions of trapped and

circulating' particles (Fig.1). The number of the trapped electrons

interacting with the waves ia neglidibly small due to the monochro-

matic RP source ( Д Ц ) е 0) and the specific resonant condition

for the trapped electrons (00 а вЦ)
ъ
). So we conclude that the

trapped electrons do not absorb the RF power. In addition, they

do not carry *he driving current. Hence, the problem is reduce to

studying the interaction of the waves with the circulating elect-

rons only (in the framework of the quasi-linear theory). At U>/k®

£ v this interaction is essentially different from the wave-par-

ticle interaction in the straight magnetic field approximation.

The difference ia caused, firstly, by the large role of the paz-ti-

cles with vM /v^\ <* в «Jfc 1 that is connected with the curving of

the boundaries of the resonant region and, secondly, by reduction

ox the number of particles creating the driving current because
ef f

of the presence of the trapped electrons. At U)/k
 ri
 <•>, v in the

collisional case D » D
4
 the competition of these two factors

results in the marked increase of the current as compared with the

current driven by waves in the straight plasma colums. At Ы/к ̂  «

v the mentioned competition leads to the strong current reduction.

It should be noted that the current reduction is much less than

that one in Ref,[7] because in [7] the influe.ee of the toroidul

effects on the wave-particle interaction is net taken into conside-

ration, At the large phase velocities, U)/k'
tt
 » v

g
, the role of

the toroidal effecte is small but it ia interesting to note that

they shay lead both to decreasing and to increasing the driving

1.7



currents and the absorbded power.

There ie another or,e effect connected with the toroidal magne

tic field. This is a spread and a splitting of the reeonant inter-

action recion caused by the difference between кг, and k
M
.

The effect take»place provided that the toroidal satellite resona-

nces (s 4 0 in Eq, (4)) are essential. Thus, if the resonances with

|aj я 0, 1 are essential the resonant regions are determined by

the following equations:

for S

min.
( 26 )

for a = +.1

end к .„ being the largest longitudinal wave- number and the

emellest one, respectively v^ and v
2
 the boundaries of the resonant

region at v^ • 0. if the regions determined by Eq, (26) are overlap-

ped the spread of the resonant region takes place otherwise the re-

sonant region splits, the described change of the resonant region

may result in both the increase of driving current and the decrease

of it. It is interesting that due to the toroidal splitting of the

reeonant region the slow waves ( Ю / к „ <<v
Q
) with k

H
 ~ 1/qR can

interact with the fast particles, v
n
 » v This increases the dri-

ving current and the j/P ratio.

Let us discuss what efficiency of driving current has to be in

the reactor-tokamak. We proceed from the fact that the important

technical data of the thermonuclear reactor are its enex^y gain, Q,

ana the neutron wall load t^. Then we get the following indentity:

X. - 3C BoQ
9 ~ 3 2 * A«

( 27 )

where Q • \Pftt?/(P » PfU$ i
B t h

e fusion reaction power, % = 3 J

*(1 G^ ^ C L R T » <l«L •'4i(Ct)» Bearing in mind that the reactor energy

gain is to be sufficiently large and using Eq.(27) we conclude that

the system of current drive has to provide satisfying the following

condition (it is assumed that Q ̂  15):

18
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This condition is least stringent for tokanoke with the large

aspect ratio. However* one should remember, firstly, that in euch

tokamake it ie difficult to achieve the larg* j» (j,* $jb/fa* )

and secondly, that the ft? considered method leads to the unfavou-

rable dependence of j/P
y
 on A (by means of Bq, (24) it !• easily to

obtain that J/*P~2fP£fc
fta&** A ) " * for T ̂  1O f 20 **V)»

As an example we consider the feactor-tokajaak with the fol-
lowing parameters* B Q » 5 T, fl^> 2 ra, q • 3, A • S, 2. *• 1, p s

1,6 ЫЯ/т , For this reactor Eq
#
<28) takes the forn»

> 0.1
29 )

We now assume the reactor parameters and the plasma current to be

slowly decreasing with the radius., Uaiag this assumption for calcu-

lation of X / Ф by means of Eq»(24) and taking into account the

factor of the current increase obtained in Bef«[6j we find that

for waves with U ) A
t t
< & v

Q
, s • О Eq.(29) ie satisfied provided

n < 10 ш" , For waves with tO/k
m
)frv

9
 the higher plaeaa density

is permissible.
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